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I have sixty days to make this maverick billionaire fall
in love… with somebody else! Jack Callahan has the
hottest smile in tech. And as for his ass…ets - well,
there’s a reason he’s the biggest playboy in town. But
thanks to douche-bro investors and my snake of a
college nemesis (don’t ask), he’s also my last shot to
take my new dating app from kick-ass idea to worldconquering, million-dollar reality. There’s just one
problem: he doesn’t believe you can make a program
for love. With my future on the line, I set him a
challenge: if I can use the app to find his soulmate,
he’ll invest in my company. Simple, right? Wrong. It
turns out, Jack’s cocky attitude pushes my buttons - in
all the sexiest, most infuriating ways. My research
tells me he’s the absolute worst guy in the world for
me… so why can’t I keep my hands off him? And with
my deadline approaching fast, how will I choose
between my big break - or a broken heart? Find out in
the latest laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Lila
Monroe! Lucky in Love series: 1. Get Lucky 2. Bet Me
3. Lovestruck 4. Mr Right Now 5. Perfect Match 6.
Christmas with the Billionaire "I laughed my ass off.
Let me know if you find it. I wish I'd written this book."
-- Kayti McGee "I've NEVER had SO MUCH FUN while
reading a book! This was insanely good" -- Shayna's
Spicy Reads "Get Lucky is an enchanting, steamy,
delightful read I never wanted to end" -- Angie's
Dreamy Reads "One of the funniest, light hearted,
free spirited novels I have ever read An absolute joy
to read." - Bloggers From Down Under
"This.Book.Is.SOOOO.Funny! What is the best way to
describe it? It's like a cross between The Hangover
anda steamy romance novelhahaha. SO SO steamy.
I'm surprised my kindle didn't start smoking. But more
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importantly, it was funny and endearing." -- Micah
Liesel's Book Blog

The Last Laugh
Gordon is a poor black man in America. While he
doesn't exactly have a clean slate, he isn't bad
enough to be chased down and arrested by the policebut it still happens. Two hours later, he dies in the
police car, driven by two white officers, one of who
has an immense hatred for black people. Gordon's
death is ruled an accident. Police officer Anthony
supports white supremacy. He believes black people
should be slaves to the white man, so he feels no guilt
when Gordon dies, even though he knows it wasn't an
accident. Gordon was murdered. His death is
questioned all over the United States, but there is no
justice since the police department suppresses the
truth. Instead of receiving hate, Anthony is greeted
with love and called a hero. It appears he has gotten
away with his crime. He concealed the truth from
society but will he be able to conceal the truth from
his own conscience? Due to his actions, Anthony's
soul is irrevocably bruised.

Hitchcock's Romantic Irony
A new, laugh out loud romantic comedy series from
USA Today bestselling author Christine Zolendz.
Breaking up is hard to do Still reeling from grief, Jane
Nash is hellbent on forgetting her losses and moving
on. But right now, yearning for Dex is the last of her
worries. Karma has a new plan for Jane, and she can't
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possibly escape the clutches of this crazy wench once
again. When her boss insists that Dex and Jane work
together on an article about dating in New York City,
they're catapulted into that murky and dangerous
dating pool once again. Seeing Dex with other women
makes Jane writhe in jealousy and anger. But the
worst of all: dating men who aren't Dex. Will Jane find
a life preserver or will she drown in cheesy pick up
lines and weird d*ck pics?

Current Book Review Citations
"Three women in their sixties go off to live in Greece
for a year, only to have their children, grandchildren,
and past lovers invade what was supposed to be a
relaxing getaway"--

The Best Part Of Breaking Up
The Last Laugh
The Last Laugh
Dinner Party
#1 BESTSELLER IN ROMANTIC COMEDY & HUMOROUS
FICTION! AN EDGY MODERN COMEDY! 18+ for
language and off-color humor ***NOTE: This is Part 1
(200 pages free) of a two-part installment series. IT IS
NOT THE FULL BOOK. Parts 1 & 2 (402 pages) may be
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purchased for $3.99 on Amazon.com. Emily Keane
has her life all planned out. She's played by the rules
and never stepped outside her box, and now she will
finally be rewarded with everything she always
dreamed of: a job promotion, a fiance, and a future
she can count on. But when her perfectly planned
world falls apart, Emily is plunged into the wildest
year of her life. From the beaches of California to
Jamaica, New York, and Europe, Emily finds herself on
a madcap race against time, running from an
unscrupulous organ broker who wants her dead, all
the while checking items off her unusual bucket list.
On top of it all, she's falling in love with the most
unlikely person, a man who can never return her
feelings . . . but will his friendship be enough?
Confronting one hilarious misadventure after another,
Emily finally learns who she really is and how to seize
the day . . .

The Slings & Arrows Comic Guide
The rollicking and often poignant adventures of a
family, hell-bent on discovering what lies just over the
horizon and willing to walk, ride, paddle, and crawl to
get there. From the Outer Banks to the wild Pacific
Rim, from the Canadian Rockies to the Gulf of Mexicofew areas of the continent have been spared the
footprints, tent stakes, and occasional trespasses of
these intrepid travelers. Blizzards, bears, angry
moose, and tippy canoes were their lifetime
companions, and they stared them all down with the
appropriate degree of terror and ineptitude. These
adventures take the reader on a journey across
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country as well as a journey through time. As the
miles and years slip by, the travelers were reduced to
three-the author and his wife and their loyal dog,
Sophie. Now it was time to travel more slowly, to
paddle quietly through canoe country and ponder the
meaning of life, death and the unknown, destinations
still beckoning beyond the horizon.

Don't Stop Me Now
Reviews and analyses of over 5000 titles from the
1930s to date. Every comic of note from the past fifty
years is included in this comprehensive guide to
American comics. From the underground to children's
comics, autobiography to fantasy.

The Prey Gets the Last Laugh
The Summer Island Swap
Few books have made so great an impact, political or
literary, as Erich Maria Remarque's All Quiet on the
Western Front, the most famous of all anti-war novels.
Startling in its realism, intensely moving in its
humanity, banned and burned in Germany by the
Nazis, it was an international publishing sensation
that has never been equalled and has remained a
worldwide bestseller for more than seventy years. But
who was Remarque While the title of his masterpiece
has entered the language as a catchphrase, the name
of the author is virtually unknown. In this first British
biography, Hilton Tims peels away the veil of
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anonymity Remarque wove to protect his privacy, to
reveal a man whose life was one of the most romantic
and anguished of the twentieth century. Remarque
was a self made-man - born into a poor family, he
moulded himself into a connoisseur of art whose
collection became one of the finest in Europe, and an
author whose novels brought him wealth, fame and
vast readership. He was also the lover of some of the
world's most desirable women. At the core of his life
was a long-lasting affair with Marlene Dietrich who
helped him to flee from the Nazis as Europe went to
war. Arch of Triumph, the bestseller he wrote while a
stateless émigré in Hollywood, was inspired by the
ecstacy and torment Dietrich caused him. Other
lovers included Greta Garbo, Dolores del Rio, Maureen
O'Sullivan (the 'Jane' of the Tarzan films), the tragic
Lupe Velez, the double Oscar winner Luise Rainier,
and Paulette Goddard, who became his second wife.
Behind the glamour he was a troubled man, haunted
by the political fall-out from his famous book, an
embittered exile from the Germany he loved, tortured
by the infidelities of his first wife, and by the fate of
his favourite sister who paid a terrible price in his
name at the hands of the Nazis. In Germany, the
country that reviled him for most of his life, Remarque
is today acclaimed as a literary giant. The rest of the
world has forgotten him. Hilton Tims has succeeded in
creating a potent and fascinating reminder.

Going to (And With) the Dogs
Journal of the Institute of Romance
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Studies
Wilfred Owen
A magician’s assistant must trick her heart if she is
ever to find true magic. Natalie Trucco has put the
past behind her—way behind. For the last nine years
she’s flown under the Wiccan radar, doing the only
thing she knows: using her power as a magician’s
assistant. She and her aging partner have crisscrossed the country, careful never to linger too long
or step too far into the limelight. But as her friend and
mentor approaches the end of his life, he has one
final wish: to return to the Las Vegas Strip. Magus
Corps officer Matteo Monti has been searching for the
one true love of his life since the fateful day she
disappeared. Even amidst the horrific circumstances
of her departure, their whirlwind romance still shines.
But he couldn’t be more stunned when she returns to
the very place it all began. Her Warlock Protector
books are standalone novels (with an HEA) that can
be read in any order.

Carpe DiEmily (Part 1): A Free Romantic
Comedy Chick Lit Adventure
Anthea Forthingdale and her sisters Thais, Chloe and
Phebe have all been named after famous poems. All
very beautiful, after their father's death at Waterloo
the girls and their lovely mother, Christobel, are alone
and isolated, living in poverty in a small Yorkshire
village. Struggling for money and appropriate suitors
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for her daughter, In May 1819 Lady Forthingdale
writes to an old friend, the Countess of Sheldon in
London and asks if she will have her Godchild Anthea
to stay for the rest of the London Season. The
Countess is delighted to have Anthea as her guest
because otherwise her husband wishes her to leave
for the country. How Anthea meets the handsome
Duke of Axminster in her Godmother's house, how he
appears bored and contemptuous with her when they
dance at Almack's, how Anthea caricatures the Duke
with far-reaching and dramatic results and how she
learns never to laugh at love, is told in this 182nd
book by Barbara Cartland.

Hugh and Ion
The papers in this book examine the thematic,
structural and aesthetic relationship between
medieval English literature and a wide variety of more
recent modern texts. Some of the contributors reexamine the concepts of authority and representation
in Chrétien and Malory and of medieval romance and
the modern novel, while Caxton's Morte Darthur is
interpreted from the point of view of Norbert Elias;
other focuses of interest are the love-death motif in
nineteenth-century novels, the comic in contemporary
British fiction, the literary representations of Arthurian
characters (Galahad, Tristan, Gawain), and recent
Beowulf translations. In addition, there are sociohistoric and generic readings of Chaucer's Sir Thopas
and of Troilus and Criseyde, of Ipomadon and Malory's
Morte Darthur. Aspects of medieval heritage are
uncovered in Horace Walpole, Fürst Pückler-Muskau,
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Georg Kaiser, A. S. Byatt, David Lodge, Fay Weldon,
Iris Murdoch, the Irish novelist Eamonn Sweeney and
the Polish writer Andrzej Sapkowski, in William
Gibson's cyberpunk novel Neuromancer and Peter
Ackroyd's recent Clerkenwell Tales. In addition, there
is a translation of Karl Heinz Göller's former essay on
Chancer's Troilus and Criseyde.

If You Could See Me Now
The Last Romantic: A life of Eric Maria
Remarque
'A charming story' Lucy Coleman, bestselling author
of Summer in Provence 'Full of warmth' Maggie
Conway Sometimes the best holidays are the ones
you least expect After a long and turbulent year,
Sarah is dreaming of the five-star getaway her sister
has booked them on. White sands, cocktails,
massages, the Caribbean is calling to them. But the
sisters turn up to tatty beaches, basic wooden shacks,
a compost toilet and outdoor cold water showers. It
turns out that at the last minute Amy decided a
conservation project would be much more fun than a
luxury resort. So now Sarah's battling mosquitos,
trying to stomach fish soup and praying for a swift
escape. Life on a desert island though isn't all doom
and gloom. They're at one with nature, learning about
each other and making new friends. And Sarah is
distracted by the dishy, yet incredibly moody, island
leader she's sure is hiding a secret. Perfect for fans of
Holly Martin, Mandy Baggot and Heidi Swain. Praise
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for The Summer Island Swap: 'Another page turner
from this extremely talented writer' Amazon reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A fabulous read and one I would definitely
recommend' Amazon reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This is a
heartwarming story of discovery and acceptance that
left me with a big smile on my face' Amazon reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'If the film The Holiday was set in the
Caribbean, The Summer Island Swap would be the
result' NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'The perfect read for
summer' NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A brilliant and
sunshine-filled read that I loved from beginning to
end' NetGalley reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Romantic Reassessment
What are readers saying about Carole Matthews?
'Fabulously enjoyable . . . full of heart and fun' Milly
Johnson 'Gorgeous' Katie Fforde 'I laughed and cried
and marvelled' Cathy Bramley MILLION LOVE SONGS
is the brand new Sunday Times bestselling sensation
from the queen of laugh-out-loud, feel-good fiction.
********************** Ruby Brown is ready for a
change. She's single for the first time in years and
she's going to dive into this brave new world with a
smile on her face and a spring in her step. The last
thing she's looking for is a serious relationship. Mason
represents everything Ruby wants right now: he's
charming, smooth and perfect for some no-stringsattached fun. Joe on the other hand is kind and
attractive, but comes with the sort of baggage Ruby
wants to avoid: an annoyingly attractive ex-wife and
two teenage children. Ruby thinks she knows what
she wants, but is it what she needs to be truly happy?
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It's about to get emotional in Million Love Songs.
Praise for Million Love Songs 'Sparkling . . . lighthearted, laugh-packed fun' Sunday Mirror 'One of our
favourite authors, Carole Matthews always delivers a
delicious read, and Million Love Songs is another
delightful read. Full of humour and emotional
dilemmas, this latest book is perfect to curl up with on
the sofa in this unpredictable weather. Highly
Recommended!' Hot Brands Cool Places

Drum
Is Hitchcock a superficial, though brilliant, entertainer
or a moralist? Do his films celebrate the ideal of
romantic love or subvert it? In a new interpretation of
the director's work, Richard Allen argues that
Hitchcock orchestrates the narrative and stylistic
idioms of popular cinema to at once celebrate and
subvert the ideal of romance and to forge a distinctive
worldview-the amoral outlook of the romantic ironist
or aesthete. He describes in detail how Hitchcock's
characteristic tone is achieved through a titillating
combination of suspense and black humor that
subverts the moral framework of the romantic thriller,
and a meticulous approach to visual style that
articulates the lure of human perversity even as the
ideal of romance is being deliriously affirmed.
Discussing more than thirty films from the director's
English and American periods, Allen explores the
filmmaker's adoption of the idioms of late
romanticism, his orchestration of narrative point of
view and suspense, and his distinctive visual
strategies of aestheticism and expressionism and
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surrealism.

Of Remembraunce the Keye
Romantic Duplicity
Irony and Idyll
Matteo (Book 8 of Her Warlock
Protector)
Finally. The simple secret for calling in the one you've
been dreaming of is here!“If you've been looking for
love, avoiding looking for love or completely oblivious
to love, read this book! Tonja Waring is the Queen of
Manifesting! You will read Tonja's personal true love
story, and it will ignite your heart and soul to manifest
the relationship that you have always wanted, but
never thought was possible until now! You also will
learn the secrets Sheila Van Houten shared with her
that you can use to set your heart on fire!”Cassandra
Lyons, Founder, 365 Days of DancingInternational
dating expert, Sheila Van Houten, DD, PhD, has
helped hundreds of people around the world find true
love for the last 20 years. Tonja Waring, Manifesting
Expert and Feng Shui Practitioner challenges Sheila to
help her find true love.Manifesting Romance: Happily
Ever Laughter is a True Story depicting the journey of
Tonja Waring as she begins her search for her
"permanent" soul mate.After being twice divorced
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and a solo mom for five years without much hope of
finding true love, Tonja had the ah-ha moment to
elicit the wisdom of Sheila Van Houten on her
quest.With Sheila's wisdom, spiritual teachings, and
loving guidance, Tonja learned how to flirt, speak the
Four Immeasurables, and avoid what NOT to do when
dating. Within a few short months she attracted her
true love! And, would you believe it all came to
fruition on Valentine's Day?“I was beginning to think
that I didn't have the heart to fall in love again. It is
amazing to know what love is really like when you
find someone you are so in alignment with. It is so
easy and fun. I'm like a giddy school girl!” ~Tonja
WaringFind love she did, in an amazing man named
Ross. Ross is a high school principal and exudes the
characteristics that Tonja asked for in her Letter to
God. She has found that man that she wants to spend
the rest of her life with.

William Carlos Williams and Romantic
Idealism
It was the toothpaste smeared around the sink that
broke my marriage. As I rubbed it away AGAIN, I was
reminded of everything else I’ve put up with these
twenty-five years. My husband’s obsession with his
pension, his ability to charm me into every single one
of his ideas, never being taken on a romantic date, let
alone ravished on the patio (like the woman who lives
next door)… small things, but the realisation was
huge. Just when Lucy Jones thinks her marriage is
about to screech to a halt over toothpaste, her
husband, Leo, announces he wants to move to
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tumbledown (clapped-out) Rose Cottage, and Lucy
knows she’ll be the one managing the renovations.
Then along comes gorgeous builder Will, ten years
younger and the only person actually listening to
Lucy. His twinkly eyes and blowtorch smile are
causing Lucy to break out in a hot sweat – but is it
love, lust or simply dodgy hormones that are causing
her heart to flutter? Lucy loves her husband, but
everyone knows that little things build up. And then
they explode. Can Lucy keep it together, or will there
be one last straw she might not be able to get over? A
laugh-out-loud romp with an ending that will make
you gasp! Perfect for fans of Tracy Bloom, Sophie
Kinsella and Dawn French. What readers are saying
about Lucy’s Last Straw: ‘My favourite book this
year… had me literally LAUGHING OUT LOUD… This
book had me laughing, crying and rooting for Lucy on
all the way. I loved it and recommend it for everyone!’
Being Miss Meg, 5 stars ‘Absolutely hilarious. It is so
easy for any woman to relate to this book… sooooo
good. I read this in just a few hours as I simply
couldn’t put it down. Go and grab your copy now. It’s
one everyone will be talking about this year.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! Honest, heartfelt
and totally hilarious! Such an amazing read, I found
myself either smiling or laughing constantly Bl**dy
brilliant!! I love it! a must read for every woman this
summer.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Made me
smile, giggle and laugh out loud. I loved it and would
recommend it to anyone.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Funny from the very beginning until the end,
and there were some laugh out loud moments which I
loved… I was reading this at 2am! had me giggling
away. I ended up reading this in one sitting, I just
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couldn't put it down. Thanks for one hell of a laugh
Debbie!’ The Bookend Reviews, 5 stars ‘Loved this
book from the very first word… It is the sort of book
that I would love to be reading whilst laying on a hot
beach… with so many twists and turns it keeps you
hooked.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘My first read of
Debbie Viggiano, and I can't wait to read more!
Entertaining from beginning to end.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘You will be hard pressed to not find
something both lovable and relatable in the character
of Lucy Jones, who is reminiscent of Bridget Jones had
the latter been on HRT. I laughed my way right
through this charming and addictive read.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘Funny from beginning to end… a
real laugh-out-loud book, that not only had me
giggling away, but quite often nodding in recognition
of some of the situations.’ A Good Book and a Brew, 5
stars ‘OMGoodness – what a treat… a chuckly book,
with good characters and a light heart.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars

The Last Laugh
‘Absolutely brilliant… I devoured it in a few hours
because it was impossible to put down… Be prepared
for a rollercoaster of emotions… Packed full of laughs
Had me laughing all the way through… Perfect.’
Goodreads Reviewer Is this all there is? I scraped the
last dregs of Caramel Chew Chew ice cream out of the
bottom of the tub with my finger and licked it. It left a
sticky smear on my phone’s screen when I typed into
Google, “How to find love, sex and happiness.”
Charlotte has always been a good girl. But being good
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is getting boring… She’s not just stuck in a rut – she’s
buried in it up to her chin. The only company she has
in bed is the back catalogue of Netflix and falling in
love feels like the stuff of fairy tales. So when she
stumbles across a popular podcast, ‘Sorry Not Sorry’,
which challenges women to embrace their inner bad
girl, she jumps at the chance to shake things up. Old
Charlotte would never ask for a stranger’s number, go
on a blind date or buy lacy lingerie… But New
Charlotte is waving goodbye to her comfort zone (with
a side order of margaritas). And it turns out that good
things happen to bad girls… A fabulously feel-good
novel that will make you laugh till you cry and leave
you living life to the full, margarita in hand! If you’re a
fan of romantic comedies by Sophie Kinsella, Lindsey
Kelk or Matt Dunn, and love TV shows like Girls, Crazy
Ex-Girlfriend and Jane the Virgin, you won’t be able to
put down this hilarious read. Readers are absolutely
loving Sorry Not Sorry: ‘OMG THIS IS ONE OF THE
BEST ROMANCE BOOKS I’VE EVER READ… I literally
laughed out loud because it is just too relatable and
too funny… Reminds me of Sophie Kinsella… CANNOT
wait to read more books from this author!!’ Bookish
Bibliophile, 5 stars ‘I don't know how much my review
will do justice to this book with my sleep induced
brain, but my excited heart won't allow me to rest
until I have posted this. Have you ever felt that
particular urge to share your excitement just after
reading an amazing novel? Ever experienced that
bubbling happiness that won't be subdued? There is
only one thing I can shout at you: READ IT! … An
excellent light read that is hard to put down. It cost
me a night's sleep, but that was so worth it. Happy
reading everyone!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I am
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sitting on a bus leaving New York and I couldn’t even
wait to get in front of my laptop to write a review This
book was THAT. GOOD… I took this book slowly
because it was one of those novels you know you’ll be
sorry to see end. Hell, I even slacked on some finals
to read instead of working on my dissertation. I’m not
sorry that’s for sure ;)… That last minute twist???? I
was screaming.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘Fantastic… So good I binge read it overnight… There
was no way I was putting this book down once I
started… The twists and turns kept me hooked… It
had me laughing out loud, cringing and falling in love
with the characters… So so good and you really have
to one-click it as soon as you can.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 Stars ‘I adored this book… It made me
laugh, crave margaritas Funny, empowering, and has
all the feels.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘The perfect pickme-up… Delightful… Packed full of laughs… A good
old giggle!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Wonderful! I have
never read any Sophie Ranald books but I am now
going to be working my way through them. With the
suggested margarita in hand, of course!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I couldn’t put it down!’ Goodreads
Reviewer ‘I devoured this book in one sitting and felt
very connected to Charlotte (which is a must-have for
me)… I loved this to pieces.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘I really loved this book! Drew me in and didn't
let me go.’ NetGalley Reviewer ‘Well what can I say!!
From the moment I started this book I was captured
by the characters and their lives… Just when you
think you know what is coming next Sophie manages
to surprise you with an unexpected twist… I haven’t
enjoyed a book so much in a very long time.’
NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I laughed, cried, and
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laughed some more… HILARIOUS.’ Goodreads
Reviewer ‘Really loved this book! Had me hooked!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars

The Undercover Mother
What Holly's Husband Did
*Shortlisted for RNA Romantic Comedy of the Year*'A
hilarious, roaringly fun, feel good, sexy read. I LOVED
it!' Holly Martin 'This book made me laugh and kept
me turning the pages. A nice easy-flowing rom com!'
Mandy Baggot When disaster strikes, paradise calls As
a published novelist, Lila Rose has been writing about
fictional weddings all her life. But disaster strikes on
her own big day when she hears her philandering
fiancé, Daniel whispering sweet nothings to someone
else. With her dream day shattered, all Lila wants to
do is run and hide, so she decides to fly solo on her
own honeymoon. When Daniel arrives in the resort
with his new squeeze, Lila strikes up a ‘showmance’
with hot new movie star, Freddie Bianchi. Freddie is
perfect for the part and Lila soon relaxes into her
leading lady role. But as truth starts to merge with
fiction, could real love be in the air? A sizzling holiday
romance, perfect for fans of Sophie Kinsella, Lindsey
Kelk and Sophie Ranald’s Sorry Not Sorry. What
readers are saying about Honeymoon For One: 'A feel
good, funny and well written book. I read it in 2 days
and enjoyed every second!' A.L. Michael 'This is a
heartwarming fun story, perfect for several hours of
pure escapism.' Jessica Redland 'A perfect summer
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escape sort of a book, it transported me to San
Valentino, to some excellent Italian food, a large
number of porn star martinis, and some simply
wonderful scenes. I enjoyed every last moment of this
book.' Rachel Gilbey 'The perfect summer read. Light,
funny, so well written - laugh out loud funny - loved
the story, the characters and the setting' NetGalley
reviewer'It has everything you need for a good time in
the pages. Definitely a great summer read.' 'Riotously
funny. I was giggling, smiling and laughing along at so
many of the fabulous lines.' 'Great story, wonderful
characters and an idyllic setting.' 'A summer of fun
and Pornstar Martinis.'

Manifesting Romance
Jane Austen’s worldwide popularity is not least due to
the remaking of her novels for the visual media. Of
the fifty-odd Austen related productions since 1938,
forty-three of them adapt her novels to the various
screens of cinema, television, computer and tablet.
However, her attraction for film-makers is
undoubtedly promoted by her own qualities. As a
novelist, Jane Austen has been particularly recognized
for her ironic voice, which dominates all her stories
and gives the readers a peculiar perspective on her
world. Do film-makers want this, and if so, how do
they transmit her attitude of amused distance? In the
present book, Marie N. Sørbø investigates the function
and targets of irony in two novels and seven films.
Irony and Idyll is the first book-length study of
Austen’s irony since 1952, and the only comparative
analysis of all the available screen adaptations of
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Pride and Prejudice and Mansfield Park. On the
bicentenary of their publication, these novels
continue to influence modern culture. Marie
Nedregotten Sørbø has taught English literature at
Volda University College, Norway, for many years,
including courses on film and fiction. For her doctoral
degree she wrote a dissertation on the reception of
Jane Austen on screen. Sørbø has contributed the
Norwegian chapters to the volumes on The Reception
of Jane Austen in Europe (2007) and The Reception of
George Eliot in Europe (forthcoming, 2015). She was
part of the leadership of the European COST Action
“Women Writers in History” (2009-13), and is a
Principal Investigator in the HERA funded project
“Travelling TexTs 1790-1914: The Transnational
Reception of Women’s Writing at the Fringes of
Europe” (2013-16).

Honeymoon For One
Million Love Songs
Challenges widely held views & opens the way for a
new, significantly different appraisal of a major 20thcentury poet.

Swipe Right
Look Japan
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Never Laugh at Love
"From Richard Zacks, bestselling author of The Pirate
Hunter and Island of Vice, a rich and lively account of
Mark Twain's late-life adventures abroad. In 1895, at
age sixty, Mark Twain was dead broke and
miserable--his recent novels had been critical and
commercial failures, and he was bankrupted by his
inexplicable decision to run a publishing company. His
wife made him promise to pay every debt back in full,
so Twain embarked on an around-the-world comedy
lecture tour that would take him from the dusty small
towns of the American West to the faraway lands of
India, South Africa, Australia, and beyond. Richard
Zacks' rich and entertaining narrative provides a
portrait of Twain as complicated, vibrant individual,
and showcases the biting wit and skeptical
observation that made him one of the greatest of all
American writers. Twain remained abroad for five
years, a time of struggle and wild experiences -- and
ultimately redemption, as he rediscovered his voice
as a writer and humorist, and returned, wiser and
celebrated. As he said in his famous reply to an article
about his demise, "the report of my death is an
exaggeration." Weaving together a trove of sources,
including newspaper accounts, correspondence, and
unpublished material from Berkeley's ongoing Twain
Project, Zacks chronicles a chapter of Twain's life as
complex as the author himself, full of foolishness and
bad choices, but also humor, self-discovery, and
triumph"--

Perfect Match
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Love could be a click away Or in the last place you
expected. When Fran meets Ollie, it’s eye roll at first
sight. Who does he think he is – with his Ray-Bans,
piss taking and artfully styled hair? Forced into
working together at Viral Hive, the trendy media
content agency, at first they butt heads, but soon
realise that they could be BFFs. Fran’s happily settled
with boyfriend Lucas, while Ollie is fully committed to
girlfriend Lou. But when Fran’s relationship crumbles,
and Ollie sets off with Lou for a round-the-world trip,
she decides to start an anonymous dating column,
detailing all the perils of dating online – from the
bloke who angrily demanded she share the bill when
she refused his clumsy advances, to the one that
ended their date by weeping into her cleavage – even
if it seems that all the good (or even normal?) men
are hiding. Maybe there aren’t plenty more fish in the
sea? But, on her dating journey of discovery, Fran’s
about to learn that sometimes love can be where you
least expect it you just have to put down your phone.
This hilarious romantic comedy is When Harry Met
Sally for the Tinder age – will make you laugh and cry!
Perfect for fans of Mhairi MacFarlane, Lucy Vine and
Sophie Ranald. Praise for Stephie Chapman: 'It is
romcom at its greatestdefinitely one of the best books
I've read this year.' Book Nerd Anonymous ‘What an
original idea for a romance book!a really enjoyable
read, full of nostalgia, hope and a little piece of every
teenage crush daydream.’ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ Bee Books
Beauty ‘I have loved this book, it has been such a
delightful and pleasant readThis is a book which had
me hooked from the very beginning.’ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
Little Miss Book Lover ‘Super cute!! I loved it!It was
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sweet and just angsty enough to keep you wondering
how things would turn out.’ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ Reader
Review ‘A really funny, current, relatable, well written,
romantic book that all chicklit and romance fans will
devour in one sitting.’ Reader Review 'an entertaining
and amusing read, with plenty of love and laughs to
hold my interest throughout the book.' Stardust Book
Reviews 'It is romcom writing at its best; dreamy with
nostalgia, with a strong, funny and relatable female
protagonist and a super sexy leading man. I just loved
it!’ Lia Louis – author of Somewhere Close to Happy
'Chapman writes with such warmth about love, family
and friendship that I smiled the whole way through
this delightfully charming book.' Laura Pearson,
author of Nobody's Wife ‘delightful characters,
engaging banter and a realistic view on love and
friendship.’ Reader Review

Bernard Shaw: The Shaw companion. The
last laugh [Rev. ed.]. Complete notes.
Cumulative index
Lucy's Last Straw
Limelight

Chasing the Last Laugh
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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